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Social media has become an important part of how people interact on the Internet.  It has created a 
wealth of information that can be used when preparing for litigation or during trial.  This paper outlines 
where information is being shared online, what types may be more likely to be useful, and tactics for 
finding it.  It also looks at issues relating to privacy expectations and how well-known services implement 
their controls.  Throughout, ethical issues relating to accessing social media content are discussed in 
context. 
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Social media has been popularized as a source for the smoking gun in litigation.  The reality can 

be far from the hype.  What is true is that social media can sometimes provide additional 

context for cases you are preparing for trial.  It occurs, for the most part, out in the open on the 

Internet.  In this way, comments and images that are shared with others, information about 

someone’s whereabouts or what they’ve seen, is available in ways that it wasn’t even a handful 

of years ago. 

Characteristics 

It can be helpful to start with some definitions.  Social media is an overly broad term for the 

many types of content that can be shared on the Internet.  Some types of sites are more likely 

than others to contain relevant information for potential litigation. 

For the purposes of this paper, social media includes: 

 Professional social networks like LinkedIn.  A person with a social network account will 

create a profile to describe themselves.  They will often include a photograph.1  If they 

are regular users, and not just storing their resume there for job recruiters, they may 

also post status updates.  People use their real name for their profiles. 

 Personal social networks like Facebook or Google+.  You will find profiles on personal 

social networks as well, and they can be far richer in shared photos, status updates, and 

other shared information.  They also encourage linkages between accounts.  A photo 

uploaded by one Facebook user may tag another Facebook user.  People place each 

other in Google+ circles or are friended on Facebook.  Information that is shared flows 

out to these connections and can be passed on to the circles and friends of those 

people.  People usually use their real name for their profiles – on Facebook they require 

real names – but people may display their username instead.2 

 Status update sites like Twitter or identi.ca.  These are short-form messages that people 

send to share information, photos, or a link to other information.  In this, they resemble 

profile sites that allow status updates but this is their entire purpose.  Unlike a profile 

site, there may be no identifying information.  The profile is limited to a small picture 

known as an avatar.  Some people will use a photograph of themselves but many people 

use a logo, symbol, or other design for this element of their account.  Status updates 

may share location information and some of these services, like Foursquare, have a 

                                                      
1
 Men may be more likely to include a photo than women since a photo can lead to non-professional attention, 

even on a site geared towards professional networking.  To record some of the creepy interactions for posterity, 
someone created a Tumblr called Social Creeps:  http://www.socialcreeps.com  
2
 Facebook says it is “is a community where people use their real identities. We require everyone to provide their 

real names ….”  <https://www.facebook.com/help/292517374180078> 

http://www.linkedin.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://plus.google.com/
http://twitter.com/
http://identi.ca/
http://www.foursquare.com/
http://www.socialcreeps.com/
https://www.facebook.com/help/292517374180078
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single purpose of showing where a person is.  Others, like Yelp, are reviews of locations, 

showing where a person says they were.  

 Content creation sources.  This can be a wide range of sites where a person adds 

content they’ve created to a site.  It could be a blog to which they contribute posts.  It 

could also be comments that they contribute to blog posts written by others, using a 

service with a dashboard like Wordpress.  They may be uploading images to sites like 

Yahoo!’s Flickr, Instagram, or Twitter’s Vine. 

 Content curation sources.  If a person isn’t creating content on the web, they may be 

sharing other people’s content.  People on Pinterest and other pinboard sites create 

virtual scrapbooks with photos and links to other people’s sites that they’re interested 

in.  Stumbleupon and Reddit are sites where people share links to trending news stories.  

Yahoo!’s Tumblr and Storify are sites where you can capture pictures or news posts and 

create a blog-like posting of other people’s content. 

As you can see, there is a variety of activity 

occurring under the umbrella of social 

media.  Some activity will show you where 

someone might have been at a given time.  

Others will be more complete comments or 

interactivity among a group of people.  But 

sometimes people are merely sharing other 

people’s content and so aren’t creating 

anything that will necessarily be relevant in 

establishing facts for your case. 

Online statistics show that personal profile and status update sites are the most frequently 

used social media where the user provides their own information.3  Where you will find 

relevant information will depend on your case and the people or places you are researching.  

When possible, locate social media profiles that are personal, because that’s where the most 

activity is. 

Connections 

One thing that can unify or connect accounts is the username or handle that a person uses for 

their online activity.  On some sites, like Facebook, you have to use your real name.  On others, 

you can choose any username you like, interacting anonymously if you like.  Not surprisingly, it 

is common to use the same username on multiple sites, whether e-mail or social media.  When 

                                                      
3
 StatCounter measures usage on major social media sites and can be limited to particular countries.  < 

http://gs.statcounter.com> 

Likelihood of finding relevant information 

 

http://yelp.com/
http://www.wordpress.com/
http://flickr.com/
http://www.instagram.com/
http://www.vine.co/
http://www.pinterest.com/
http://www.stumbleupon.com/
http://www.reddit.com/
http://www.tumblr.com/
http://www.storify.com/
http://gs.statcounter.com/
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someone creates an online identity, they may make it consistent across multiple sites.  This can 

make it easy to identify where they are re-using that identity. 

It can be helpful to know where people are active on social media.  You can, of course, start 

with a Google search but that can take longer to surface relevant information.  If you know they 

are using a particular site, it can give you clues as to whether you’ll be able to access 

information and what types of information might be there.  It can also help you to prepare a 

motion for an injunction to preserve the social media account.  When you’re starting off, see if 

you can narrow down the relevant social media services that you’ll need to review. 

You can try this yourself, using your own or someone else’s e-mail address.  Take the first part – 

before the @ sign – and type it into the search box on Knowem.  This site is intended to help 

you identify an available username for social media.  Conversely, it will show you if the 

username you type in is taken, and on which sites it’s being used.   

An e-mail address won’t always be a match for a username.  However, if it was chosen by the 

user, it may have meaning; and if it was automatic, it may include the person’s full name.  Try 

variations (with and without initials, for example) if you’re not getting results.  There are also 

some full e-mail addresses – davidpwhelan@gmail.com or davidpwhelan@yahoo.com – that 

can suggest other starting points.  For example, a Gmail user may also have a Google+ account, 

post videos on Youtube, or add photos to albums on Picasa.  Merely by having a Google mail 

account you are linked to, and have a profile accessible on, other Google services. 

If you were to type in my username – davidpwhelan – you’d quickly see a number of the sites 

where I’m potentially active:  Delicious, Twitter, Vimeo, Youtube, Scribd, etc.  This can give you 

a short list against which to start your review of social media for a person’s activity.  A search 

like this isn’t conclusive – I actually have accounts using that username on 2 other services that 

show the name is available – but it can help you to create a starting point. 

It is useful to know the social media username or handle for someone you’re researching.  It’s 

both a direct connection as well as a node on the inter-linked network of social media 

relationships that person has.  There may be information in that network that is as relevant as 

that of the primary person or place you’re interested in. 

Here’s a real-world example: 

 I identified an individual (Person A) using a photo they’d loaded to Instagram based on 

the location from which they loaded it, displayed in When-Where.  In the status 

message with the photo, she identified a second person by username (Person B). 

http://www.knowem.com/
mailto:davidpwhelan@gmail.com
mailto:davidpwhelan@yahoo.com
http://www.when-where.net/
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 Person A’s username didn’t appear in a Google search.  But Person B’s did.  It lead to his 

Instagram account and to his Facebook account.  He used the same photos in both 

places. 

 Person B’s Facebook account linked to his friend, Person A.  But he linked to her 

Facebook account, which used her first, middle, and last name.  She used photos that 

were the same as those on her Instagram account. 

The point being that 

there are linkages 

between the social 

media accounts used by 

one person.  There are 

also linkages outside 

those accounts because 

social media is almost 

always social, involving 

many people.   

If you are unable to 

locate a particular 

individual this way, you may want to identify family or friends as a starting point.  A parent may 

be friends with a child, or a sibling or friend may follow another.  These lists of friends and 

followers are frequently visible and provide you with a connection that is otherwise hidden.4 

Is it Private? 

User privacy has become a critical issue for social media sites, and they take it seriously as they 

try to encourage people to share information.  Status update sites like Twitter can be entirely 

private, with messages shared only with followers.  Privacy settings are simple:  on, or off.  

Personal profile sites like Facebook can also be private, but the settings are far more complex 

and are often misapplied.  There may be 30 settings to configure, with new ones emerging 

periodically. 

The existence of every social media account is public.  Otherwise, it would be impossible for 

people to connect.  In some cases, a social media account can be hidden from searches but, if it 

is linked to another account, it is still possible to browse to it.  Keep in mind, however, that the 

                                                      
4
 You can access the list of a person’s Twitter followers by going to the person’s Twitter profile (like 

http://twitter.com/davidpwhelan ) and clicking on the Followers link.  Click on Following to see who they are 
following themselves.  This is available on unlocked (not private) accounts.  Facebook friends are harder to access.  
You need to be logged in to the system and the person has to make their friends list available to the public. 

http://twitter.com/davidpwhelan
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existence of a social media account is not going to be enough to allow you to produce private 

information it holds.5  Everything you learned in evidence in law school – and after – still 

applies.  You can seek production of information on private profiles but will need to show the 

likelihood that relevant content exists there. 

Even in a case where everything is made private: 

 You can look for linkages and see if the username is in use on other social media sites 

and whether those sites contain more public information; 

 You can also look for linkages where the username is invoked by other people.  For 

example, a search on Topsy using a Twitter username may retrieve a message sent by 

that person’s follower to them.  Just because one side of a conversation is private 

doesn’t mean both sides are.  Similarly, a person can be tagged in photos – named, in 

other words – posted by a third party.  In other words, if you post a photo that includes 

me and I’m on Facebook as well, you can mark my inclusion in that photo.  Unless I have 

activated that privacy setting, you do not need my permission to tag me. 

 You can see if the avatar or user picture 

– whether it’s a photo or not – is in use 

on other sites.  For example, click on the 

avatar for a Twitter user in your Web 

browser.  Now, right-click your mouse 

and copy image URL to place the link to 

that picture on your computer’s virtual 

clipboard.  Now you can see if that 

photo is being used on other sites.  Go 

to Tineye or use Google Image search to 

locate it.  Again, right-click your mouse and paste the image address into the search box.  

Then search and see what it returns.  Here’s an example using Don Cherry’s Twitter 

                                                      
5
 “I do not regard … the fact that the Plaintiff possesses a Facebook account as evidence that it contains 

information relevant to her claim ….”  Shuster v. Royal & Sun Alliance Insce. Co. of Canada, 2009 CanLII 58971 (ON 
SC), October 29, 2009.   “One cannot argue that because the [Facebook] Timeline disclosed two comments that are 
arguably relevant, the defendants should, therefore, have access to everything else in the plaintiff’s Facebook 
account.  The entire Timeline is publicly accessible, so the defendants have seen all that there is to see under that 
category.”  Stewart v. Kempster, 2012 ONSC 7236, December 21, 2012.   

Ronald Podolny’s survey of Facebook-related evidentiary cases in 2009 is still a good starting point for 
how the courts have been drawing the lines on private information:  When ‘Friends’ Become Adversaries: 
Litigation in the Age of Facebook, 33 Man. L.J.  391, 2009.   
<http://robsonhall.ca/mlj/sites/default/files/articles/podolny.pdf> 

http://www.topsy.com/
http://www.tineye.com/
http://www.google.com/searchbyimage
https://si0.twimg.com/profile_images/1811695358/cc-300.jpg
http://canlii.ca/t/26cv5
http://canlii.ca/t/fvf89
http://robsonhall.ca/mlj/sites/default/files/articles/podolny.pdf
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photo.6  When you run it through Google’s Image search, it returns pages on which the 

photo is used.  It also suggests who the second person in the photo is. 

There is leakage in social media.  Once information is shared to others, there is no good way to 

stop them from re-broadcasting it to their own followers.  Even self-destructing social services 

like Snapchat are subject to changes that undo their ephemeral nature.7  Private profiles, even 

when completely secured, can leave traces in public. 

Don’t be a Creep 

Privacy is an important issue when looking for social media evidence.  Information that people 

share with an expectation of privacy is not going to be accessible to you.8  You may need to 

create an account on social media sites, like Facebook, in order to access public information.  

The need for a login to the service is distinct from the public or private nature of the content.   

Private information will usually require you to be actually connected to the person.  Lawyers 

have professional obligations not to contact represented parties.9  If you are going to do your 

own research, create your own account or use tools that don’t require you to access the service 

directly. 

                                                      
6
 Go to http://bit.ly/dc-avatar-example to execute a search on Don Cherry’s Twitter avatar and return results using 

Google image search. 
7
 Update to Apple mobile operating system, iOS7, creates way to take screenshots of Snapchat and other self-

destructing content.  This saves a picture of the original picture, which will exist even after the original doesn’t.  In 
iOS7, You Can Take Screenshots in Snapchat Without the Senders Knowing, Aldrin Calimlim, AppAdvice.com, June 
24, 2013.  <http://appadvice.com/appnn/2013/06/in-ios-7-you-can-take-screenshots-in-snapchat-without-the-
senders-knowing> 
8
 There’s an interesting set of positions on whether a private Facebook account that is shared with hundreds of 

friends is actually private.  The court in Leduc v. Roman quoted the lower court as saying “[t]he plaintiff could not 
have a serious expectation of privacy given that 366 people have been granted access to the private site.”  2009 
CanLII 6838 (ON SC) ¶ 25, February 20, 2009.  Another Ontario court, dealing with a plaintiff who refused to make 
“private” content available, found “preposterous” that it was private “given his testimony that only five of the 200 
are close friends.”  Frangione v. Vandongen, 2010 ONSC 2823, ¶38, May 18, 2010.  A British Columbia tribunal 
followed Leduc, finding “the Complainants could not have a serious expectation of privacy” when posts went to as 
many as 377 friends, including the Employer’s employees.   

But the court in Stewart v. Kempster thought that there was another way to look at this issue:  “At 
present, Facebook has about 1 billion users.  Out of those, the plaintiff in the present case has permitted only 139 
people to view her private content.  That means that she has excluded roughly one billion people from doing so 
….”  Stewart v. Kempster, 2012 ONSC 7236, ¶24, December 21, 2012. 
9
 This is a good summary of U.S. bar association ethics opinions on whether lawyers can friend jurors, witnesses, or 

opposing parties:  Lawyers:  Do not ‘friend’ or ‘tweet’ jurors and parties represented by counsel, Adam Cohen, 
InsideCounsel.com, March 19, 2013 <http://www.insidecounsel.com/2013/03/19/lawyers-do-not-friend-or-tweet-
jurors-and-parties >.  Contrast The Law Society of Upper Canada’s Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 6.03(7) with 
Rule 2-100 (California) and Rule 4.2 (Pennsylvania, New York) mentioned in the article. 

https://www.google.com/search?tbs=sbi:AMhZZiul6IJJRKNnZoqQEAZ2mmFvngLcPb30leRrbrxOVHTHta14Ei6pLBWQ9-jReZxAt7ADZNg8-VQKsbECyevNvQ_1xWCDsgMHSAurwevBMGE4PELj9lVG3d2sVB5VVy9gJdnnlkggfjyT8ypPHd0KXiyVAboQleFQpkjSqmcQbKVGbHAXYzeRnHndL2v6o-jc8-dmjenNeISoCnUE2FNA3uIyi17C_1m_1b1hn5QG_1m0-O6lC1IruNg5yf0K3nQ2mb3ax7QUczWusAG9Cdmk4HfBj6I-hDwaX1EVZJ9d707557RG-c-30dREJyG-xdYk9vor-L84V7lNUeZcw2HT6wgd_1UmqQ9FokuNZGLKm7-ptROd4Aep6pK-4ULatknIP-4hxHlpKTaA7XZSObT90IDXr6Z7BjPZ0kRRBIpSsOAXXpFzL2YDA3a1knpMN4YbYECiSJXFTvPogLJhBID60fSpzXQZ0CwrnLZZjn0F2bmCrqPrLyNfDsvZiTl1UyuuqERGNulo77wRXtowlHz83OToDjnwGD7UE3LFb-r6B9qUKXcWk7h2AaxxK2nIbbUOO6v97Io58OKIxSZDR8HsP3A1H5vflVt0cba3nrAUUMLONlKvk6TLO3HsmQHex_14yG4D4XF3ztd1M0pbwfn5KsrM6O3jOzbuNMLq94w4avoZMs22cRLFEMg7RgPYqiMTgugiXvPLAv5zwLjweAMywhgTH7M4cjhPVyVl846bWMWETKeoI5YHbnt3ySK5KHRppbXLQI5WAqwRuZJ-CWKayRyiFRqDmrSaEJXXylHs3vlVy48i9PDvl03D1RDUmxYquyNopiZJBU1jVMbG4RStIak1y_1aw36G0jgJqQY0HcL5-Rc63osLxKfMkvZTpTgsbsKn0d4bQDw7yKscfIJVd6uf_1HXmShzfPydzOhPw-M3vCrN8uLWY47wn18iqhYI9ClV2c1oRTzIy1InBJ6P-l401OUl1ed
https://www.google.com/search?tbs=sbi:AMhZZiul6IJJRKNnZoqQEAZ2mmFvngLcPb30leRrbrxOVHTHta14Ei6pLBWQ9-jReZxAt7ADZNg8-VQKsbECyevNvQ_1xWCDsgMHSAurwevBMGE4PELj9lVG3d2sVB5VVy9gJdnnlkggfjyT8ypPHd0KXiyVAboQleFQpkjSqmcQbKVGbHAXYzeRnHndL2v6o-jc8-dmjenNeISoCnUE2FNA3uIyi17C_1m_1b1hn5QG_1m0-O6lC1IruNg5yf0K3nQ2mb3ax7QUczWusAG9Cdmk4HfBj6I-hDwaX1EVZJ9d707557RG-c-30dREJyG-xdYk9vor-L84V7lNUeZcw2HT6wgd_1UmqQ9FokuNZGLKm7-ptROd4Aep6pK-4ULatknIP-4hxHlpKTaA7XZSObT90IDXr6Z7BjPZ0kRRBIpSsOAXXpFzL2YDA3a1knpMN4YbYECiSJXFTvPogLJhBID60fSpzXQZ0CwrnLZZjn0F2bmCrqPrLyNfDsvZiTl1UyuuqERGNulo77wRXtowlHz83OToDjnwGD7UE3LFb-r6B9qUKXcWk7h2AaxxK2nIbbUOO6v97Io58OKIxSZDR8HsP3A1H5vflVt0cba3nrAUUMLONlKvk6TLO3HsmQHex_14yG4D4XF3ztd1M0pbwfn5KsrM6O3jOzbuNMLq94w4avoZMs22cRLFEMg7RgPYqiMTgugiXvPLAv5zwLjweAMywhgTH7M4cjhPVyVl846bWMWETKeoI5YHbnt3ySK5KHRppbXLQI5WAqwRuZJ-CWKayRyiFRqDmrSaEJXXylHs3vlVy48i9PDvl03D1RDUmxYquyNopiZJBU1jVMbG4RStIak1y_1aw36G0jgJqQY0HcL5-Rc63osLxKfMkvZTpTgsbsKn0d4bQDw7yKscfIJVd6uf_1HXmShzfPydzOhPw-M3vCrN8uLWY47wn18iqhYI9ClV2c1oRTzIy1InBJ6P-l401OUl1ed
http://appadvice.com/appnn/2013/06/in-ios-7-you-can-take-screenshots-in-snapchat-without-the-senders-knowing
http://bit.ly/dc-avatar-example
http://appadvice.com/appnn/2013/06/in-ios-7-you-can-take-screenshots-in-snapchat-without-the-senders-knowing
http://appadvice.com/appnn/2013/06/in-ios-7-you-can-take-screenshots-in-snapchat-without-the-senders-knowing
http://canlii.ca/t/22jvq
http://canlii.ca/t/22jvq
http://canlii.ca/t/2d4ch
http://canlii.ca/t/fvf89
http://www.insidecounsel.com/2013/03/19/lawyers-do-not-friend-or-tweet-jurors-and-parties
http://www.insidecounsel.com/2013/03/19/lawyers-do-not-friend-or-tweet-jurors-and-parties
http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147489381
http://rules.calbar.ca.gov/Rules/RulesofProfessionalConduct/CurrentRules/Rule2100.aspx
http://www.pacode.com/secure/data/204/chapter81/s4.2.html
http://www.nysba.org/Content/NavigationMenu/ForAttorneys/ProfessionalStandardsforAttorneys/RulesofProfessionalConductasamended122012.pdf
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Open Intelligence 

It doesn’t make a very good novel but a lot of information may be relatively easy to find.  It can 

be a matter of just knowing which tools to use and investing a bit of shoe leather.  Start with 

the information you have and work out from there.  The trick is to verify that what you are 

finding actually applies to the situation or person you think it does. 

Low Hanging Fruit 

Ask your client: do they know whether anyone involved has a social media account, and can 

they identify it for you.  Once you have a starting point, you can determine whether there’s any 

additional information that is publicly accessible, on that account or others, relevant to the 

issue. 

Names 

Sometimes you won’t have that kind of lead.  If you have a party’s or witness’s name, general 

Web search engines like Google or Bing are geared towards returning social network profiles.  A 

name and an address can immediately focus you on the person’s online activity.  Start with a 

simple and unstructured a search – look for amy smith not “amy smith” as a phrase, in case she 

uses a middle initial – and start to tighten up your search as you get more relevant information.   

I have frequently found personal information on the web sites for club, church, or other social 

groups.  While the activity is offline, the organization makes an attempt to help people interact 

and posts their personal information in a spreadsheet online that is indexed by search engines.  

In this way, someone’s name can quickly be linked to address, phone, and e-mail information. 

If a simple search isn’t working, you can try something a bit more advanced.  Both Google and 

Bing support advanced search queries, so you might try Google with amy AROUND(3) smith or 

Bing with amy NEAR:3 smith.  Since social media profiles on Facebook and LinkedIn are likely to 

use real names, search results pointing there can be helpful. 

Alternatively, if the person has an unusual e-mail address, the very distinctiveness of the 

username may help.  There are unlikely to be too many people re-using the name 

wolfmanblue18, for example.  Searching on such an unusual piece of information can increase 

the likelihood that, if you find anything, it will be relevant. 

You can also try product-specific search engines.  Twitter will return status updates but also 

specific people on its own search page.  With advanced search, you can use a geographic limit 

to find updates from a particular location.  Retrieving posts based on location can be tricky.  If 

your research subject has turned off location services on their phone or computer, then you 

https://twitter.com/search-home
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won’t see matches based on location.  But it’s still worth knowing that it’s another way to filter 

results. 

Facebook has a search but you need an account on the service to use it.  There are some 

external search tools – FBSearch and Social Searcher are examples – but they’re not very 

refined.  They are most useful when you are trying to unearth posts and conversations based on 

particular keywords. 

If you create a Facebook account, you can use both the built-in search and search apps that 

have some additional enhancements.  The People Search app allows a bit more control over 

your search.  For example, if I wanted to find people named david who live in Newmarket, 

Ontario, I could limit my search using the People Search form.  If the person you are looking for 

has made this information private, their profile will not appear in the search results.  You may 

need to try different searches to see what your results look like.  I found that using People 

Search and Facebook’s own search gave me different results. 

Addresses 

You may sometimes be working from an address, without a name attached to it. For example, 

there may have been an accident on a particular road or something may have happened at a 

specific location.  There are a number of ways to get at social media that may be relevant.  

Since locations don’t post their own tweets, you’ll be looking for people who were there. 

First, it’s important to understand that location services are ubiquitous in current phones, 

tablets, and computers.  Unless you disable them, location information can be shared by your 

device when you interact with the internet.  However, it is not always reliable to tie the piece of 

information being shared to the place identified by the location.   

A good example of this conflict 

is the site When-Where.  It 

displays a map and you type in 

the address you’re looking for.  

It shows photographs posted 

from that location and allows 

you to scroll by date to see 

what’s been posted. 

If you are looking something – 

like an accident site – you may 

find that someone has posted 

http://us.fbsearch.net/
http://www.social-searcher.com/
https://apps.facebook.com/people_search/
http://www.when-where.net/
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something at the time and place you need.  Perhaps you can identify a potential witness.  If you 

have an address, you may be able to identify relevant photos even if they were taken 

elsewhere. 

Location services like Foursquare and Yelp can provide additional information.  Foursquare is a 

check-in service, so you know that the person’s device was there at the time that the check-in 

occurred.  Yelp is a review site but the reviewer will identify where they were and a general 

time, in many cases:  had dinner at X on Saturday night, for example.  These sites can be rich in 

ancillary details, as they support both profiles and photographs.  Reviews are meant to be 

public, so there is really no private element to this service.  People may share surprising 

information in what are otherwise product or service reviews, and these details can help in 

identifying the author.  For example, a profile may include details like birthplace, current home, 

profile photos and a headshot.  These are similar to what you’d find on Facebook but without 

having to log in. 

Location Metadata 

Sometimes the location detail is hidden in the location metadata.   Twitter updates offer one of 

the better opportunities for finding information that shows the location from which the 

message is sent.  Use Twitter’s advanced search and put in a place name in addition to your 

keyword search.  Don’t use the actual address – it’s not able to handle that specific a location.  

Use a city, and then look for messages that appear with a 

small pointer on them. 

You can see exactly where the message was posted from 

by: 

 Clicking on the time the post was made.  This is on 

the far right side, at the top of the post.  This will 

open a new page that displays just the post. 

 At the bottom of the post, you should now see the 

location icon with the words from wherever the 

location is.  Click that to open a new window, with a 

map of the longitude and latitude of the location. 

Not all posts that return to a location-specific search will show this specific location 

information. The best posts will return with both this information and a photograph confirming 

the location and, possibly, the event you’re interested in. 

http://www.foursquare.com/
http://www.yelp.ca/
https://twitter.com/search-advanced
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Photos 

If you have a photo, you can use Web search to find matches or similar images.  Tineye and 

Google Image search are good examples, mentioned above, of finding pictures.  You can upload 

a digital picture – scan in a photo print or take a picture with your phone – or you can insert the 

link to a picture that is online. 

Exact matches are helpful if it’s a person’s face.  This can help you to identify other profiles or 

online activities involving that person.  But even a photograph of a place can be useful, because 

similar images will involve colors and patterns that resemble your original image.  Sometimes 

you can find a better picture or one that helps you to better identify what the original photo 

contains. 

Photo sites like Flickr are a bit harder to navigate directly.  Photos are described and, more 

often, tagged with keywords that describe the photo.  Sometimes those will tell you about the 

place or person in the photo.  But if a picture of your grandmotherly client is tagged Memaw, 

even if it is relevant, you may not be able to unearth it.  When looking for photos or videos on a 

site like Youtube, having a username can make a big difference. 

 If you aren’t finding what you think you 

should be finding by searching with 

keywords on the site, try going to the 

image search on either Google or Bing.  

You can search using keywords like 55 

accident Sudbury and then refine the time 

frame and review the results. 

Sites like Instagram are hard to access 

directly and you may need a username 

first.  There is no search box on Instagram but you can use Google and a search like your 

keywords site:instagram.com to return links to matching user accounts.  Sites that re-use 

Instagram photos, like When-Where, may be more useful. 

Keywords 

Sometimes you’re just hunting around for a starting point.  In that case, start with a general 

search engine and see what it turns up.  Be flexible and keep your searches simple.  Consider 

how people use social media.  For example, if you’re looking for information on an accident on 

the Don Valley Parkway, you might search for DVP, since that is faster to type and takes up less 

space in a 140 character message.  Here is an example that started with a search for accident 

dvp within 15 miles of toronto: 

http://flickr.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.when-where.net/
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This information gives you a bit more detail, perhaps to clarify the initial information your client 

has given you.  It may provide you – through the Twitter account – someone who witnessed the 

accident.  The photo may offer you information about first responder actions, involvement of 

other people or vehicles.  Each of them can create an opportunity to determine if additional, 

relevant social media exists. 

Another site that can be useful for unearthing both relevant content and accounts based on 

keywords is Topsy.  It will return specific types of results: just Twitter updates, or blog posts, or 

photos.  This is a great tool to find the one-side conversations.  If you have a locked account – 

like @sparklylillife has been since she was fired by her Supreme Court for inappropriate tweets 

– you can see what unlocked accounts are tweeting to her and identify followers. 

Social media is not always a two-way conversation.  Just because one person invokes another 

person’s social media account doesn’t necessarily mean they are having a conversation.  These 

connections need to be followed through and fleshed out. 

Twitter update 
with location, 

photo link 

Location 
positioned on 
Google Map 

Instagram photo 
of accident scene 

http://topsy.com/
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Circumstantial Indicia 

Once you have found information or accounts, you have to figure out what you’ll do with it.  

Sometimes it will just be background, grist for questions you may ask or people you identify as 

parties or witnesses.  In other cases, you will want to use the information as evidence. 

You may not need to over think this.  As a BC court said in a family law case,  

It is becoming increasingly common for email and Facebook correspondence to 

be simply copied and put into evidence. When there is no issue as to whether 

the exchange took place then there is no problem in considering it as part of 

the evidence subject to understanding the context in which the exchange 

occurred. However, when the authenticity of this material is questioned, unless 

there is independent evidence as to the source, timing and content of the 

correspondence, it becomes an issue of credibility as to whether the conversation 

or exchange occurred at all or what the actual content of it was.10  

Send a copy to the printer to capture it as paper.  You can also take a screenshot – hold down 

your ALT key and hit the button somewhere near the top of your keyboard with PRTSCN on it – 

and paste the picture into Microsoft Word.  Or get a mixture, and print the screen to a PDF 

printer so that it gets saved as an electronic file without the middle step of a word processor. 

Images can often be downloaded directly – right-click your mouse and choose save image – but 

you may want to keep information in context.  For example, a photo on a Facebook wall is 

surrounded by other information about who posted it, the date, and so on.  A photo outside 

the site may require more legwork to show what it is. 

She Said, Who Said 

One immediate challenge may be to 

figure out who created the 

information and what it shows.  A 

posting to a Facebook wall or an 

update to Twitter still needs to be 

connected to the person to whom 

you think it applies. 

When you find relevant social media evidence, you may need to plan to elicit direct testimony 

that it was created by the person who owns the account.  The PEI Supreme Court walked 

                                                      
10

 K.D. v. J.A., 2011 BCPC 210 (CanLII), June 17, 2011. 

http://canlii.ca/t/fmrmk
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through its rationale for finding that circumstances supported the proposition that the 

defendant had posted nearly 40 Facebook messages: 

 The word choice in the posts matched the defendant’s word choice offline; 

 The events described matched the events the defendant experienced; 

 Other residents of the house testified they didn’t post the messages, even though the 

defendant’s password was “saved” on the computer; 

 And it defies logic and common sense. 11 

An Alberta court was asked to allow Facebook messages to show the state of mind of a woman 

who was killed soon after posting them.  The court looked at: 

 the relationship between the deceased and person she sent the messages to; 

 whether the messages were spontaneous and contemporaneous; 

 any motive to place the subject of the messages in a bad light; 

 the limited means of access to Facebook and the need for an invitation and password 

as a way to confirm that the message recipient was interacting with the murdered woman.12 

What you find, where you find it, and how you need to use it will change in each case.  The 

challenges for presenting evidence and getting it admitted haven’t changed with social media.  

It can just sometimes be more challenging to find the details that enable you to lay the 

foundation. 

Who Did What, When 

You may consider seeking a copy of the Security log 

for a person’s account on Facebook if you need to 

gather additional detail to tie activity to a location 

or person.  Facebook has a tool that allows the 

account owner to download their entire activity – 

photos, messages, etc. – as a compressed archive 

(zip file).13   

                                                      
11

 R v. Harris, 2010 PESC 2 (CanLII), June 30, 2010. 
12

 R v. Butler, 2009 ABQB 97 (CanLII), February 13, 2009), ¶52.  For additional perspective based on recent US case 
law, you might find Authenticating Social Media Evidence of interest.  248 N.Y. L. J., October 2, 2012.  < 
http://www.paulweiss.com/media/1211973/4oct12tt.pdf > 
13

 Facebook describes the contents of the archive here:  Accessing Your Facebook Data:  
<https://www.facebook.com/help/www/405183566203254?rdrhc>  The security log cannot be downloaded 
separately.  The only option on Facebook is to download the whole archive. 

http://canlii.ca/t/2bdq5
http://canlii.ca/t/26l6f
http://www.paulweiss.com/media/1211973/4oct12tt.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/help/www/405183566203254?rdrhc
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One of the pages included lists all logins, by date and time, as well as the IP addresses from 

where the logins occurred.  Because it is an individual file called Security.htm, it could be 

provided without exposing any content on the Facebook profile.  This would be useful if a 

person is posting from more than one location and you want to identify who else could have 

posted from there. 

Other services are not as helpful.  Twitter provides a downloadable archive but it’s just the 

Twitter content and doesn’t provide any information not visible on the face of the original 

updates.  Google+ also has a downloadable archive but it’s programmatic and not easy to 

access. 

Moving Target 

Social media is constantly transforming, with new applications appearing all the time.  Sites that 

allow people to contribute their own photos, videos, and text are rich with possibilities.  Which 

sites you use will depend on the type of information, and the type of person, you’re 

researching.  The complexity of privacy settings and the power of search tools can unearth a 

great deal of information without a lot of work.  Ensuring it’s relevant and can be authenticated 

and, eventually, admitted is where the hard work comes in.  From that perspective, social 

media isn’t any different from evidence you’ve been handling at trial your whole career.  Some 

things change, and some things don’t.  
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